
pouffy & cubano
The Puffy is a complementary element to the seating furniture. Its simple lines and generous dimensions increase 
comfort in the relaxation area. The pouf with a metal base creates an elegant look, visually completing any seating set 

or chair.

The Cubano coffee table impresses with its noble material in an elegant design. It's an uncommon aesthetic piece that 
attracts attention and adds the right decorative accent to a room. The conference table completes the seating 
furniture into a harmonious whole for the relaxation area, not just for the visual effect but also for comfort during 

relaxation.



The Solitaire

The combination of metal elements of the base and 
frame bordering the stone effectively creates a unified 
composition. The Cubano table is a striking decorative 
element in the room thanks to the gres pattern. The 
combination of warm brown leather used on the edges 
with cool blue tones of the natural decor resembles the 
earth and sea. This unusual combination makes the 
table an interior artifact.

Original Combination

Different elements of the table are optional and their 
combination will be unique to a specific interior. A 
wide spectrum of fabric and leather colors, metal 
finishes, and several gres decorations are available. 
A variant without a base can also be chosen.



Verified Classic

The version without a base stands out as a 
standalone seating inspired by Ottoman culture. 
The versatility of this upholstered piece of furniture 
is not a modern invention. Poufs or ottomans have 
gained popularity in Europe as early as the 18th 
century. In combination with the Cubano coffee 
table, it creates a unique relaxation space, with a 
cup of tea and a touch of uniqueness, far from the 
uniformity of modernity.

Versatile Use

Puffy serves as a footrest and also as an additional seat for 
guests. The pouf is versatile, and its advantage is the ability 
to easily move it according to current use. The variability of 
its use will be applied not only in the living room, but also in 
the bedroom or a spacious bathroom.



Flexible solution

Thanks to the options of type and color of the base, your new Pouffy 
or Cubano will perfectly adapt to your demands for comfort.

Wide Selection of Materials

The cover really does matter. You can choose from a very 
wide and varied range of materials in different shades and 
colours. Whether you prefer the natural look of leather which 
gives your sofa a luxury appearance and time-less quality, or 
you aim for a textile finish made of high-quality natural 
fabrics, you can be sure you won’t end up with a cheap 
lookalike. We place extremely high demands on our materials, 
and choose only ones which will remained unchanged in 
terms of appearance and quality even after a long time.
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